
QUICKMOUNT III is designed to be a cold laminator, so you save money... but not at the expense of quality
and durability. It is ruggedly built from steel and aluminium with a heavy duty motor. The large roller covering
are extremely durable and will last for years.

ü Automatically applies cold laminates

ü Rolls down media to boards, smoothly and easily.

ü Faster than squeegeeing by hand.

ü Eliminates the hassles and expense of outsourcing.

ü Costs thousands of dollars less than comparable laminators.

ü Roll Holder System now included...

ü New in Quickmount III... the front rolling of the silicone paper is now motorized...

ü Sturdily built from steel and aluminum with a heavy duty motor.

ü Large rollers cores for even pressure.

ü Durable rollers coverings for a long life.

Quickmount III

An affordable cold laminator/mounter

The QUICKMOUNT III eliminates the
hassles and expense of
outsourcing, and is much faster and
easier then squegeeing by hand.
With heat laminators you are paying
for expensive components needed
to provide heat but not needed in
cold laminating and mounting.

Cold Laminator / Mounter

Easy to use Product...

Abbildung zeigt den QUICKMOUNT III mit integriertem Rollenhalter



Your Personal D
ealer

Specification Daige Quickmount III Roll-Laminator:

QUICKMOUNT III 25 QUICKMOUNT III 38 QUICKMOUNT III 55
Roller widths 25�, 635 mm 38",965 mm 55�, 1400 mm
Max. Board Thickness 12 mm 12 mm 12 mm
Speed 2,2 m/min 2,2 m/min 2,2 m/min
Roller thickness about  63,5 mm about 63,5 mm about 76,2 mm
Electrical 230 Volt, 50/60 Hz 230 Volt, 50/60 Hz 230 Volt, 50/60 Hz
Dimmensions B/H/L about 407/483/788 mm about 407/483/1.188 mm about 407/483/1.550 mm
Weight about 25 kg about 27 kg about 46 kg
Construction Steel und Aluminium Steel und Aluminium Steel und Aluminium

Options:
Footswitch Footswitch for Quickmount III

You do not need to be an expert to laminate.
QUICKMOUNT makes it fast and easy. 

Two knobs set the height and pressure 
of the top roller.

For mounting, it rolls down media to 
boards and other substrates, smoothly 
and easily

Optional footswitch provides
hands free control of motor

Picture show you the Quickmount II Model,
the work principle is the same...
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